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Czech Republic 

Inconspicuous amendments to the Income Tax Act  

A brief summary of additional amendments to the Income Tax Act 

undergoing the legislative process  

In our previous issues of the Tax dReport, we focused on the relatively 

extensive amendment to the Income Tax Act (“ITA”) which is expected to 

introduce substantial changes to international taxation and other fields 

starting from 2019. We note that the amendment is just at the initial stage 

of the legislative process, with comments being now dealt with by the Ministry 

of Finance. We will keep you informed about any further development.  

The amendment has rather overshadowed additional amendments to the ITA 

that are presently being debated in the Chamber of Deputies. Let us provide 

you with a summary of the proposed changes:  

Proposed limitation of the ‘basic investment fund’ category  

The Senate’s amendment is part of the debate within the second reading in 

the Chamber of Deputies. With effect from 1 January 2019, it proposes 

narrowing the definition of the ‘basic investment fund’, which is subject to 

the more favourable five-percent rate treatment.  
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Restoring the expense charge-off flat rate for sole traders to the 

original level  

Another amendment to the ITA is in the first reading, restoring the limits of 

expense charge-off flat rates to the level of 2016. Legislators state that the 

introduced reduction of expense charge-off flat rates has been incorporated 

to the bill through an amending motion and as such, the impact of the 

measure has not been assessed sufficiently. The administrative burden 

related to the registration of sales, local sales and purchases reporting and 

other governmental measures introduced for minor businesses and sole 

traders has increased and thus it would be appropriate not to expand 

administrative requirements in income taxation.  

Taxation of financial compensation for the church  

The amendment to the Act on Property Settlement with Churches and 

Religious Institutions (the “Act”) comprises a related amendment to the ITA. 

With effect from 1 January 2019, the amendment proposes narrowing the 

existing provision on the subject of taxation to the extent that the income 

from gratuitous acquisition of property, except for financial compensation, 

under the Act by community service taxpayers is not subject to tax. All 

financial compensation paid out to churches and religious institutions would 

thus be subject to tax in the future.  
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Defending One’s Tax-Related Rights Is Not a Losing Battle   

Although in some cases defence against decisions and procedures of 

the Tax Administration of the Czech Republic may seem to be a 

lengthy battle with uncertain outcomes, the recent rulings of the 

Supreme Administrative Court (“SAC”) often indicate the opposite. 

In early 2018, the SAC issued two crucial rulings substantially 

revising the tax authorities’ practice and setting a positive direction 

towards taxable entities.   

Both rulings of the SAC may be considered significant in terms of tax 

administration as well as positive for taxable entities. These rulings serve as 

a certain confirmation for taxable entities that bringing cases before the court 

does not have to be a losing game.  

The first ruling (ruling of the SAC no. 5 Afs 60/2017 – 60) was issued in a 

case in which a company was denied a VAT deduction by the tax administrator 

due to the company’s alleged involvement in a fraudulent scheme. The SAC 

subsequently cancelled the judgment of the court and the Appellate financial 

directorate’s ruling because it was not clearly demonstrated that the company 

knew or could have known about its involvement in VAT fraud. The SAC 

predominantly criticised the purposive assessment of evidence when both 
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administrative authorities emphasised the evidence counting against the 

company while disregarding the evidence that was to the company’s benefit. 

The SAC believes that it is always solely the tax administrator’s responsibility 

to demonstrate that the taxable entity knew or could have known about the 

fraudulent practices concerned. The burden of proof thus cannot be 

transferred to the taxable entity, nor is it possible to extend 

incommensurately the requirement for examining the business partners’ 

credibility as indicated by the judgments of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union and to place inadequate requirements on taxable entities. 

The SAC also emphasised that taxable entities are unable to examine all 

potential sub-suppliers involved in a business transaction and thus it is 

impossible to automatically count against the taxable entity the fraudulent 

practices of entities other than direct business partners as this would 

establish liability without fault. On the other hand, the SAC gave a reminder 

of the rule that the taxable entity should be cautious when suppliers, subject 

of performance, price or other circumstances raise doubts as to the 

transaction credibility.  

The other ruling (ruling of the SAC no. 5 Afs 78/2017 - 33) relates to the 

statutory duty to guarantee VAT not paid by the supplier. In the legal dispute 

in question, the company was invited by the tax administrator to settle as a 

guarantor the VAT underpayment arising from a debt that was unsuccessfully 

collected from the supplier as part of enforcement of a judgment by a licensed 

enforcement agent. The tax administrator believes that a guarantee 

obligation was established as the respective performance was paid by a VAT 

payer in a cashless transfer to the supplier’s account maintained abroad 

(Slovakia). Nevertheless, the Regional Court cancelled the tax administrator’s 

decision and this was further confirmed by the SAC. The SAC stated that the 

tax administrator must bear the burden of proof, demonstrating that the 

taxable entity knew or could have known about the supplier’s intention not 

to pay VAT. Furthermore, the SAC opines that as such, a cashless payment 

to a foreign bank account cannot establish a guarantee for the actions of 

another taxable entity that has failed to pay VAT. Besides, the SAC opines 

that cross-border payments are not unusual in business relations, complying 

with the principle of the free movement of capital in the European Economic 

Area. Nevertheless, the SAC did not agree with the Regional Court’s opinion 

that the legal title of guarantee is contrary to the law of the European Union.  
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The Battle for Professional Secrecy is Over. Or is it…? 

The proposed amendment to the Tax Code, about which we have 

already informed you, was, following heated debates, finally 

approved by the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament on 21 March 

2018. 

The original proposal, which substantially exceeded the requirement of the 

directive on administrative cooperation in the field of taxation on which it 

should have been based, was, in the end, adopted in a relatively 

compromising form. 
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Provision of New Information to the Tax Administrator 

Persons that are obliged to identify and check clients in line with the Act on 

Selected Measures against Legitimisation of Proceeds of Crime and Financing 

of Terrorism (the “AML Act”) will newly be obliged to provide the tax 

administrator, at its request, with data obtained in identifying and checking 

the client as well as with documents obtained during the process that contain 

the information, and with information as to the method through which the 

information was obtained. 

 

Protection of Professional Secrecy 

However, only the General Financial Directorate (ie the central liaison office 

for international cooperation in tax administration) will be able to request the 

above stated information and documents from attorneys-at-law, notaries, tax 

advisors, judicial distraint officers and auditors, and it will only be able to do 

so for the purposes of international cooperation in tax administration. Said 

professionals will be obliged to provide the information under the same 

conditions and restrictions as in providing information to the Financial 

Analytical Office under the AML Act. In so doing, attorneys-at-law and 

notaries will, to a substantial degree, communicate through relevant 

professional chambers. 

 

According to the transitory provision, the new obligation will additionally only 

apply to information that the above stated professionals obtained subsequent 

to its effective date. The amendment is proposed to come into effect on the 

day that the act is promulgated in the Collection of Laws. 

 

The transitory provision does not apply to persons liable under the AML Act 

that do not carry out one of the above stated professions, and the tax 

administrator will be allowed to contact them with a request for information 

at any time subject to the condition that the information is necessary for tax 

administration and that it cannot be obtained from the register maintained 

by the tax administrator or another public authority. 

 

Breaking Banking Secrecy Restrictions 

The amendment also extends the range of information that the tax 

administrator may request about clients of financial institutions or payment 

services providers. 

 

The tax administrator will newly have the power to request details about 

unique identifiers connected with accounts, persons with the account 

handling authorisation, persons that deposited funds in the account, payment 

recipients, custody and leases of safety boxes. 

 

The range of information that the tax administrator will be allowed to request 

from banks and other payment services providers no longer includes 

information about e-banking (eg the IP address or the phone number of the 

device used). 

 

In justified cases and subject to statutory conditions being met, public 

authorities other than tax administration bodies that the law designates as 

tax administrators will also be able to request information. 

 

More details about the changes will be provided in our upcoming webcast.  

 

 

https://events.deloitte.cz/cs/Event/Detail/18-04-03-webcast
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